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onventional definition of 4-dimensional (4D) GIS refers to the integration of 3-dimensional 

space (i.e., x, y, and z) and the temporal dynamics of a geographic phenomenon in a GIS 

environment for spatial analysis and modeling. In physical science, it is possible to acquire 3D 

geographic data at different time to be used in 4D GIS (Tanikawa and Hashimoto, 2009). In 

spatial demography, however, the effort to track and gather space-time data of individuals is 

complicated by low response rate, sampling bias, and privacy issues. In fact, even the largest 

effort to enumerate individuals, national census conducted by the government, can suffer from 

serious underestimation (Anderson and Fienberg, 1999).  

Therefore, one of the major bottlenecks in the realization of space-time integration in spatial 

demography is the lack of appropriate demographic data at the temporal resolution needed. 

The temporal problem includes practical issues of data unavailability both in [near] real time and 

at high temporal resolution to reflect the dynamic change of human population. Recent 

advances in Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) research inject new synergy into space-

time integration as the crowd-sourced data fill in part of the data gap and post new research 

needs. This position paper will illustrate two VGI applications of spatial demography and discuss 

related research frontiers.  

The first VGI application highlights the emergence of web demographics as a new form of 

demographic data that are made searchable on the Internet by people finder sites like 

WhitePages (www.whitepages.com). The web demographics are personal-level microdata that 

include full name, address, age, phone number, etc. Based on surname analysis, it is possible to 

use surnames that are highly predictive to an ethnic group (e.g. Vietnamese-Americans) to solicit 

their associated web demographics and conduct a “web census”. Comparing the spatial pattern 

of web demographics collected in 2009 and Census 2000 data revealed demographic trends that 

conform to general understanding of spatial demography, including the urban-to-suburban and 

rural-to-urban migration in major metropolitan areas of Texas (Chow et al., 2010). As web 

demographics contain personal level microdata, the spatial and temporal resolutions can be 

flexible for space-time GIS research. The integration of other VGI, such as CommonCensus 

(www.commoncensus.org), can re-define the cultural landscape to explore spatial demography 

at the neighborhood scale. 

The second VGI application demonstrates the potential of VGI to empower 

neogeographers’ role in spatial modeling and analysis. Kwan and Lee (2005) presented a real-

time 3D GIS system to model the 3D shortest path of a multi-story building in a hypothetical 

bomb threat scenario. As message sharing by location-aware device, such as a smart phone, 

becomes a trivial task to many, such VGI would be valuable to describe the latest update of the 
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disaster for emergency response. In reality, it may not be surprising that the optimal path 

modeled by GIS can be benefitted from the real-time updates, such as rerouting due to 

unexpected blockage. In fact, VGI has been instrumental to fire mapping and evacuation 

planning in the wildfire in Southern California. In spatial demography, VGI can be helpful to 

study the short-term and long-term impacts of natural disasters on population redistribution at 

various scales.  

The integration of space-time GIS and VGI in spatial demography highlights an array of 

important research frontiers that includes the following (but not limited to due to page limit): 
 
• Validation of VGI—The quality of VGI should be evaluated by their demographic 

attribute correctness, positional accuracy, and temporal currency. More research is 

needed to field validate the accuracy of VGI for spatial demographic applications.  

• Appropriate space-time GIS tools—There are some existing tools, including path 

generation, pattern detection and cluster analysis, to conduct space-time GIS (Chen et al., 

2011). As much VGI (e.g. tweets) include narratives, there is a need to integrate qualitative 

and quantitative analysis for contextual research (Kwan and Ding, 2008).  

• Uncertainty analysis—A follow-up concern for VGI quality is the impact of error 

propagation for subsequent spatial modeling and analysis. Related to the data quality of 

VGI, an important consideration in using VGI for analysis is its blurry ownership and 

authority. Geocomputation techniques can be used to explore the uncertainty of 

subsequent analysis associated with conflicting views and provide possible resolutions.  

• Multifaceted nature and integrative research—Future research should examine the role 

of VGI in spatial demography in light of Critical GIS (CGIS) and Public Participatory GIS 

(PPGIS). CGIS provides the foundation of social theories to examine important questions 

like “who are the VGI contributors,” “what are their motivations,” “how social drivers 

affect the quality of VGI and subsequent use.” The empowerment of marginalized 

population in PPGIS is essential to warrant representative spatio-temporal data needed 

for a meaningful 4D GIS and enrich the spatial demographic research.  
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